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which could apply in these non-estoppel situations, the court has only perpetuated uncertainty in this area of commercial transactions and postponed for a later case a resolution of issues which must be made.

If the Texas Supreme Court decides to ignore the statutory mandate—and is allowed to do so—it appears that banks will be able to induce corporations to enter ultra vires transactions and to enforce the terms of the contracts only if the corporation receives a benefit from the transaction. However, since courts have been rather lenient in finding "substantial benefits," until an expressly prohibitive statute similar to section 42 of the model act⁶⁶ is enacted in Texas or until the courts declare that corporate loans to its officers are against public policy, the banks will still be relatively free to continue the practice of requiring such loans.

Steven C. Salch

Constitutionality of the Alcohol Blood Test

Schmerber was involved in an automobile accident when the car he was driving struck a tree. He was observed by a police officer at the scene of the accident as he was being placed in the ambulance. At the hospital the officer placed Schmerber under arrest. Then, without having obtained a search warrant, the officer asked him to agree to a blood test. He initially consented but later objected on advice of counsel. Nevertheless the blood sample was taken by a hospital physician, the results of the test being admitted into evidence at trial. Schmerber was convicted of driving while intoxicated.¹ The highest state court affirmed the conviction,² and the Supreme Court granted certiorari.

Held, affirmed: The taking of a blood sample upon probable cause, over the defendant's objection based on reliance of counsel's advice, is not a denial of due process of law, of the privilege against self-incrimination, of the privilege against unreasonable search and seizure, or of the right to counsel. Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966).

⁶⁶ See note 36 supra.

¹ California Vehicle Code Ann. § 23102(a) (1959) provides in pertinent part, "It is unlawful for any person who is under the influence of intoxicating liquor . . . to drive any vehicle on any highway . . . ." The offense is a misdemeanor.

² The judgment of the appellate department of the California superior court was the judgment of the highest court of the state since certification to the California district court of appeals was denied.
I. CONSTITUTIONAL CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

A. Federal Standards

The Supreme Court first considered the constitutionality of the alcohol blood test in Breithaupt v. Abram, holding that the taking of blood against the will of an individual did not violate due process of law. The defendant had been involved in an automobile accident, and while he was unconscious at the hospital, the blood sample had been withdrawn. In affirming his conviction for involuntary manslaughter, the Court balanced the interests of society against individual rights in the following language:

As against the right of the individual that his person be held inviolable, even as against so small an intrusion as is involved in applying a blood test of the kind to which millions of Americans submit as a matter of course nearly every day, must be set the interests of society in the scientific determination of intoxication, one of the great causes of mortal hazards on the road . . . . Furthermore, since our criminal law is to no small extent justified by the assumption of deterrence, the individual's right to immunity . . . . is far outweighed by the value of [the test's] deterrent effect . . . .

In deciding the due process issue, the Court accepted the “shock the conscience” test laid down in Rochin v. California, a case concerned with the forcible use of a stomach pump to extract narcotic pills from the stomach of the suspect. The Rochin Court had concluded that “the course of the proceedings by agents of the government to obtain evidence was bound to offend even hardened sensibilities.” The conviction had been set aside because use of the stomach pump “shocked the conscience” and was “brutal” and “offensive.” But in Breithaupt the Court refused to attach these labels to the taking of blood.

The Court in Breithaupt did not consider whether the blood test violated the privilege against self-incrimination, since the fifth amendment had not yet been absorbed into the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment and thus made applicable to the states. The

---

4 Id. at 439.
5 342 U.S. 165 (1952). In laying down the test the Court stated:
Regard for the requirements of the Due Process Clause inescapably imposes upon this Court an exercise of judgment upon the whole course of the proceedings (resulting in a conviction) in order to ascertain whether they offend the canons of decency and fairness which express the notions of justice of English-speaking people toward those charged with heinous offenses. Id. at 169.
contention that use of an individual's body or physical actions as evidence, i.e., the use of physical evidence, is a violation of the fifth amendment privilege against self-incrimination has, for the most part, been rejected in federal courts due to the Supreme Court's holding in *Holt v. United States*.

In that case the accused, prior to trial and over his protest, had put on a blouse left by the criminal. Evidence of this act and the fact that the blouse fitted him had resulted in his conviction. Mr. Justice Holmes, speaking for the Court, stated, "the prohibition of the fifth amendment against compelling a man to give evidence against himself is limited to the use of physical or moral compulsion to extort communications from him and not an exclusion of his body as evidence when it is material."

The distinction which the courts have drawn in admitting into evidence fingerprints, photographs, and identifying characteristics is that they do not call upon the accused as a witness, i.e., upon his testimonial capacity. What is obtained from the accused is not testimony about his body but evidence from his body.

The Court in *Breithaupt* did not rule on the constitutionality of the blood test in light of the fourth amendment privilege against unreasonable search and seizure. The Court applied the rule laid down in *Wolf v. Colorado* that in a prosecution in a state court for a state crime, the fourteenth amendment does not forbid the admission of evidence obtained by an unreasonable search and seizure. In cases dealing with bodily invasions, the fourth amendment privilege against unreasonable search and seizure has been a neglected defense. The issue of the constitutionality of searches and seizures involving houses, papers, and effects has received wide treatment by the Court. But these cases are not sufficiently on point in the case of bodily invasion.

Search of the person of an accused without a search warrant when the accused is legally arrested may be permitted for two reasons:

---

8 "Physical evidence" as the term will be used in this Note, will refer to organic evidence extracted from within or taken from the surface of the suspect's body.


10 218 U.S. 245 (1910).

11 Id. at 245. (Emphasis added.)

12 218 U.S. 246 (1910).


first, there may be the danger of concealed weapons, and, second, there may be a danger of the destruction of evidence under the direct control of the accused. Further, it is recognized that once a search of the arrested person is permissible, it would be both impractical and unnecessary to the enforcement of the fourth amendment’s purpose to attempt to confine the search to weapons or destructible evidence alone. However valid these considerations, the Court had not been called upon to consider their applicability to intrusions beyond the body surface prior to Schmerber.

B. Texas Standards

Texas courts have dealt only with the argument that use of a suspect’s body in evidence is self-incriminatory. The development of Texas case law was, until 1956, a continual vacillation concerning Wigmore’s theory of “testimonial compulsion” (i.e., unless some attempt is made to secure a communication—written, oral, or otherwise—upon which reliance is to be placed as involving the accused’s consciousness of the facts and the operation of his mind in expressing it, the demand made on him is not testimonial).

The trend was originally in favor of the liberal use of physical evidence with the admission of compulsory fingerprints, the placement of feet in tracks left by the criminal, and the use of an enema to dislodge stolen rings. Apodaca v. State, however, reversed the trend. The defendant, suspected of being intoxicated, was forced to walk a straight line, to make sudden turns, to hold out his hand and try to touch his nose, and to furnish a urine specimen. The court held that

---

References:

17 People v. Chigles, 237 N.Y. 191, 197, 142 N.E. 583, 584 (1923).
18 Wigmore, Evidence § 2265, at 386-87 (McNaughton rev. 1961): If an accused were to refuse to be removed from the jail to the courtroom for trial, claiming he was privileged not to expose his features for identification, it is not difficult to conceive the judicial reception which would be given to such a claim. And yet no less a claim is the logical consequence of the argument that has been frequently presented and occasionally sanctioned in applying the privilege to proof of bodily features of the accused.

The limit of the privilege should be plain. From the general principle it results that an inspection of the bodily features by the tribunal or witnesses does not violate the privilege. . . . That he may in such cases be required to take off his shoes or roll up his sleeve is immaterial unless all bodily actions are synonymous with testimonial utterance. . . . Not compulsion alone is the component idea of the privilege, but testimonial compulsion. Moreover, a practical consideration applies to this class of evidence. When the person’s body, its marks and traits, itself is an issue, there is ordinarily no other or better evidence available for the prosecutor.
21 140 Tex. Crim. 593, 146 S.W.2d 381 (1941).
the actions violated his privilege against self-incrimination and reversed the conviction for driving while intoxicated. Gradually the court began to whittle away at the strong lines it had drawn in Apodaca. Motion pictures of the defendant driving while intoxicated, results of a paraffin test to determine nitrate contents on the hand of the suspect, and speech for identification were admitted and held not to violate the self-incrimination privilege. In Jones v. State the court stated that the proper distinction to be made in cases involving the use of the body in evidence was that the defendant could not be required to “perform acts which might be used to support opinions of his condition,” though compulsion might be used “for the purpose of obtaining proof of existing facts.”

Since the percentage of alcohol in a person’s blood is as much a fact in existence as the size and shape of his feet or the type of fingerprints he makes, a compulsory chemical intoxication test would not seem to violate the self-incrimination privilege of the Texas Constitution. But in Trammel v. State the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals ruled against the admissibility of blood test results obtained without consent. After being injured in an accident, the defendant was taken to a hospital. A blood specimen was taken from his arm, and there was no evidence that the defendant was conscious at the time. At the trial, the defendant objected to the introduction of the blood test results on the ground that the state had failed to prove that the sample was taken with his consent. On appeal, the conviction was reversed, and the court stated: “The state having failed to show that the specimen was taken with the consent of the appellant, the testimony of . . . [the expert witness] was not admissible.”

The Texas

---

29 287 S.W.2d 487, 488 (1956). In Texas evidence of a motorist’s refusal to consent to a blood test is not admissible against him. See, e.g., Cardwell v. State, 156 Tex. Crim. 457, 243 S.W.2d 702 (1951). In Trammel, the Court quoted from Brown v. State, 240 S.W.2d 310 (1951), which held that when consent is given by the defendant, admission of the blood test results would violate neither the Texas Constitution nor the federal constitution. The issue in Brown, however, was whether the blood sample on which the analysis was performed was the same sample the defendant had given. In the absence of proof by the state that the sample belonged to the defendant, the conviction was reversed, in spite of the defendant’s consent.
II. The Schmerber Rationale

The four constitutional violations alleged in *Schmerber* were violation of the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment, violation of the fifth amendment privilege against self-incrimination, violation of the fourth amendment privilege against unreasonable search and seizure, and violation of the sixth amendment right to counsel. Only two were dwelt upon at length by the Court. The due process argument was dismissed by applying the *Rochin* "shock the conscience" test and affirming *Breithaupt*'s rationale that there was nothing brutal or offensive about the blood test. The right to counsel argument, predicated on the fact that counsel's advice had been ignored by the police, was rejected on the grounds that Schmerber had no privilege to be free of the blood test, and therefore no greater right to assert the privilege because erroneously advised to do so by counsel.33

As a result of *Malloy v. Hogan*34 the Court was faced with deciding the constitutionality of the blood test in light of the fifth amendment privilege against self-incrimination. In order to conclude that admitting the "guilty blood" of a person into evidence is not self-incrimination, the Court first had to define what constituted self-incrimination. While denying that it was adopting Wigmore's theory of "testimonial compulsion,"35 the Court stated that the privilege protects an accused only from being compelled to testify against himself or otherwise provide the state with evidence of a testimonial or communicative nature.36 The Court then qualified its rather broad state-

---

33 It is interesting to speculate what the Court would have ruled on the right to counsel argument had Schmerber not been advised by counsel previous to the taking of the blood sample. The recent decision of Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) defined very strict limits within which the police may take oral statements of a defendant in the absence of counsel. See note 46 infra. However, the taking of a blood sample does not involve oral testimony; therefore, the *Miranda* rules are not applicable. The question of when the right to counsel attaches in situations not involving oral statements by the defendant remains to be answered. An answer appears to be forthcoming. The Court has recently granted certiorari in a case involving the absence of counsel's advice at the time the defendant was placed in a line-up. United States v. Wade, 358 F.2d 557 (1966), cert. granted, 35 U.S.L. Week 3109 (1966).

34 378 U.S. 1 (1964). The fifth amendment's exception from compulsory self-incrimination is protected by the fourteenth amendment against abridgement by the states.

35 See note 18 supra.

36 A dissent suggests that the report of the blood test was "testimonial" or "communicative" because the test was performed in order to obtain the testimony of others, communicating to the jury facts about petitioner's condition. Of course, all evidence received in court is "testimonial" or "communicative" as these words are thus used. But the fifth amendment relates only to acts on the part of the person to whom the privilege applies,
ment by excluding from this rule lie detector tests which measure changes in body functions during interrogation and which may be directed to eliciting responses which are essentially testimonial. The Court did not point out that the results of lie detector tests are usually inadmissible in court not on constitutional grounds but because of the fallibility of the machine.  

In its exclusion of the blood test from the self-incrimination privilege, the Court further pointed out that the defendant's participation was completely passive and indicated that because he did not have to open his mouth during the whole process, the possibility of any testimony was excluded. The Court conceded that the blood test is an incriminating product of compulsion and that without the defendant's participation, no matter how passive and silent, there would be no positive proof of guilt. Should the defendant protest violently to the taking of the blood sample, and the police use force reminiscent of Rochin, the Court still maintained that the amount of force involved would make no difference. In sum, the Court relied completely on the idea of physical as opposed to testimonial evidence, essentially Wigmore's theory, in deciding that the blood test was not within the self-incrimination privilege.

The most difficult argument to answer was the question of the constitutionality of the search and seizure. The Court in Breithaupt had avoided the issue because the rule excluding evidence derived from an unreasonable search and seizure was not, at the time, binding on the states. The Court in Schmerber stated that with respect to intrusions into the human body, it was writing on a clean slate; therefore, cases dealing with limitations on the kind of property which may or may not be seized under warrant were of no help. The case law dealing with procedures for search and seizure did, however, apply. Beginning with the assumption that the self-incrimination clause did not bar intrusion into the body, the Court defined the proper function of the fourth amendment: to constrain not against all intrusions, as such, but against those made in an improper manner and those which were unjustified or unreasonable. The issues in Schmerber were whether the police were justified in taking the blood test without first obtaining a search warrant and whether the procedures employed in taking the

and the Court used these words subject to the same limitation. The terms as the Court used them do not apply to evidence of acts non-communicative in nature as to the person asserting the privilege, even though, as here, such acts are compelled to obtain the testimony of others.

blood were reasonable. To both issues the Court ruled affirmatively. Although police generally are required to obtain search warrants from judicial officers, under exceptional circumstances they are relieved of this duty. The officer was found to have had probable cause to suspect that Schmerber was intoxicated as a result of observing him at the scene of the accident and later at the hospital. In addition, the Court recognized that the alcohol content in a person’s body diminishes rapidly, and in order to ascertain as nearly as possible the amount of alcohol in Schmerber’s body at the time of the accident, the sample had to be taken immediately. The Court was satisfied that the procedures employed by the doctor in a sterile environment were reasonable and the test itself was proper under the circumstances. Therefore, the policeman had a right to order the test, and there was no unreasonable search and seizure.

III. Conclusion

Although the Court completely refuted all of the constitutional arguments asserted by the petitioner, there still remains the possibility that the decision was based on policy considerations not elucidated in the opinion. Coming on the heels of *Miranda v. Arizona* the holding in *Schmerber* may seem at first glance out of step with the Court’s protective attitude toward individual rights in cases involving criminal prosecutions. Of course, inherent in *Schmerber* is the underlying consideration of carnage on our national highways resulting from...
Realizing the growing death rate on our national highways, many state legislatures have passed statutes specifically dealing with the problem of driving while intoxicated and the alcohol blood test. However, Texas still appears to give greater effect to the self-incrimination privilege contained in its constitution than the United States Supreme Court gives to the fifth amendment self-incrimination privilege. In answer to a query regarding the effect of Schmerber on the present Texas law, Attorney General Waggoner Carr sent a Memorandum to Department of Public Safety Director Homer Garrison in which he stated that the Schmerber decision does not alter the fact

Contrary to popular belief, the amount of alcohol consumed is not the only factor in determining the degree of intoxication. Medical research shows that symptoms usually associated with drunkenness are produced solely by alcohol reaching the brain’s nerve centers. This means, of course, that direct measurement of intoxication is impossible without an autopsy. But scientists have established (1) that the alcohol content of the brain is correlative to the percentage of alcohol in the blood and (2) that the blood-alcohol ratio is reflected in the blood, saliva, and breath. It is upon these experimentally proven theories that chemical intoxication tests are based.

The validity of these tests is often questioned because of the aphorism that different persons vary in their reaction to alcohol. However, this is explainable by the process of absorption. After alcohol is swallowed, it is absorbed slowly through the walls of the stomach and small intestine and thence into the blood stream to be distributed throughout the body. Some who can “hold” their liquor have a lower percentage of alcohol in their blood at any given time because they either absorb the alcohol at a slower rate or eliminate it more quickly than others do. Chemical intoxication tests make allowances for individual variations to a large extent by measuring the alcoholic concentration of the blood, thereby indicating the actual impairment of the imibier's faculties whether subject is a heavy or moderate drinker.

Forty-seven states use chemical tests, including blood test, to aid in the determination of intoxication in cases involving charges of driving while intoxicated. Twenty-three of these states sanction the use of the test by statute. These, for the most part, have been patterned after § 11-902 of the Uniform Vehicle Code prepared by the National Committee on Uniform Laws and Ordinances. This section makes it unlawful to operate a motor vehicle while under the influence of intoxicating liquor. The finding of the presence of a certain percentage of alcohol by weight in the blood of a person gives rise to the presumption that he was under the influence of intoxicating liquor. The twenty-three provisions include: